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N.B: (I) Question No.1 is compulsory. 
(2) Answer any three questions from remaining. 
(3) Assume suitable data if necessary. 

Evaluate 
1. (a) 	 re, (cos3( — cos 2t  )dt 	 05 

(b) Obtain the Fourier Series expression for 	 05 
fix) 2x —1 in (0,3) 

( c) Find the value of 'p' such that the fimction 

is analytic. 	 05 
2 	 x , 

(d) If -fr=(ysin z-sinx)i+(xsinz +2yz).24-(xycT-i+y2 )1c. 
Show that T.  is irrotational Also Ind its scalar potential. 	05 

2. (a) Solve the differential equation using Laplace Transform 	06 

given y(0)=4 and y'(0)=2 
dt2 	dt 

, 
(b) Prove that 

48 8.,st (24 ) 

i (c) i) In-what direction s the directional derivative of 
0 =4,9? at (3,-1,-2) maximum. Find its magnitude. 
Ii If ;=-xi+y:i+ 
Prove that vrn =nrm-2 7- 
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3. (a) Obtain the Fourier. Series expansion for the function 
2x 

f(x)=1+—,-2r5x 0  
06 

2x 
—- 1--,0 Sx57r 

(b) Find an analytic function f(z) =u+iv where. 	
06 

y 
14—V = 

x2 +4xy+)? 

( c) Find Laplace transform of 

i) coshtj eu sinhu 
0 

08 

ii) t nt  1 -i-TTs 

  

4. (a) Obtain the complex form of Fourier seri6s;for 	
06 

_ 

. 	f (x) = e-  in (-L,L) 
KT" c, 

(b) Prove that 	
06 

(c) Find 	
08 

28-1 
1) +4s+29 

ii) e[cor' (3+3  

5. (a) Find the_i- linear Transformation which maps the points 	
06 

1,4-1 iet,k plane onto 0,1,00 of w-plane 

(b) 	Jfig Convolution theorern find 	
06 

, 	2 

C/L-1  
(S2  + 4)2  

A,. 

?>. 
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( c) Verify Green's Theorem for IT:a; where 
	

08 

T.(x2-3,2)2+(x+y)) and C is the triangle with vertices (0,0) 
,(1,1) and (2,1) 

6. (a) Obtain half range sine series for 	 06  _ 
f(x)=x,0x2 

=-4-x,25x.S4 

(b) Prove that the transformation 	 06 
w. 	transforms the real axis of the z-plane into a circle 

+ 
in the w-plane. 

( c) i) Use Stoke's Theorem to evaluate IT.07; where 
- 
	 08 

T. (x2  - y2)-1 + 2.)g); and C is the rectangle in the plane 
z=0,bounded by x=0,y-.-.0,x=a and y=b. 

ii) Use Gauss Divergence Theorem to evaluate 
ffIRds where T.4x2+3y)- -2zic and S is the surface 

bounded by x=0,y=0,zr=0 and 2x-I-2y+z=4 
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